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between or among two or more persons
with an identity of interest, such as
members of the same family or persons
with common investments. In
determining if the applicant controls or
is controlled by a concern, persons with
an identity of interest will be treated as
though they were one person.

Example 1. Two shareholders in
Corporation Y each have attributable
interests in the same PCS application.
While neither shareholder has enough
shares to individually control
Corporation Y, together they have the
power to control Corporation Y. The
two shareholders with these common
investments (or identity of interest) are
treated as though they are one person
and Corporation Y would be deemed an
affiliate of the applicant.

Example 2. One shareholder in
Corporation Y, shareholder A, has an
attributable interest in a PCS

application. Another shareholder in
Corporation Y, shareholder B, has a
nonattributable interest in the same PCS
application. While neither shareholder
has enough shares to individually
control Corporation Y, together they
have the power to control Corporation
Y. Through the common investment of
shareholders A and B in the PCS
application, Corporation Y would still
be deemed an affiliate of the applicant.
* * * * *

3. Section 24.720(o) on page 63238,
column 3, corrected to read as follows:

§ 24.720 Definitions.
* * * * *

(o) Preexisting entity; Existing
investor. A preexisting entity is an entity
that was operating and earning revenues
for at least two years prior to December
31, 1994. An existing investor is a
person or entity that was an owner of

record of a preexisting entity’s equity as
of November 10, 1994, and any person
or entity acquiring de minimus equity
holdings in a preexisting entity after that
date.

Note: In applying the term existing investor
to de minimus interests in preexisting
entities obtained or increased after November
10, 1994, the Commission will scrutinize any
significant restructuring of the preexisting
entity that occurs after that date and will
presume that any change of equity that is five
percent or less of the preexisting entity’s total
equity is de minimis. The burden is on the
applicant (or licensee) to demonstrate that
changes that exceed five percent are not
significant.
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